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Genomic surveys in humans identify a large amount of recent positive selection. Using the 3.9-million HapMap SNP dataset, we found that selection has accelerated greatly during the last 40,000 years. We tested the null hypothesis that the observed age distri bution of recent positively selected linkage blocks is consistent with a constant rate of adaptive substitution during human evo lution. We show that a constant rate high enough to explain the number of recently selected variants would predict (i) site het erozygosity at least 10-fold lower than is observed in humans, (it) a strong relationship of heterozygosity and local recombination rate, which is not observed in humans, (iii) an implausibly high number of adaptive substitutions between humans and chimpan zees, and (iv) nearly 100 times the observed number of high frequency linkage disequilibrium blocks. Larger populations gen erate more new selected mutations, and we show the consistency of the observed data with the historical pattern of human popu lation growth. We consider human demographic growth to be linked with past changes in human cultures and ecologies. Both processes have contributed to the extraordinarily rapid recent genetic evolution of our species. Moreover, as a population becomes more and more adapted to its current environment, new mutations should be less and less likely to increase fitness. Because species with large population sizes reach an adaptive peak, their rate of adaptive evolution over geologic time should not greatly exceed that of rare species (3). But humans are in an exceptional demographic and ecological transient. Rapid population growth has been coupled with vast changes in cultures and ecology during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene, creating new opportunities for adaptation. The past 10,000 years have seen rapid skeletal and dental evolution in human populations and the appearance of many new genetic responses to diets and disease (4).
In such a transient, large population, size increases the rate and effectiveness of adaptive responses. For example, natural insect populations often produce effective monogenic resistance to pesticides, whereas small laboratory populations under similar selection develop less effective polygenic adaptations (5). Che mostat experiments on Escherichia coli show a continued re sponse to selection (6), with continuous and repeatable re sponses in large populations but variable and episodic responses in small populations (7). These results are explained by a model in which smaller population size limits the rate of adaptive evolution (8) . A population that suddenly increases in size has the potential for rapid adaptive change. The best analogy to recent human evolution may be the rapid evolution of domes ticates such as maize (9, 10).
Human genetic variation appears consistent with a recent accel eration of positive selection. A new advantageous mutation that escapes genetic drift will rapidly increase in frequency, more quickly than recombination can shuffle it with other genetic variants (11). As a result, selection generates long-range blocks of linkage dis equilibrium (LD) across tens or hundreds of kilobases, depending on the age of the selected variant and the local recombination rate. The expected decay of LD with distance surrounding a recently selected allele provides a powerful means of discriminating selec tion from other demographic causes of extended LD, such as bottlenecks and admixture (9, 12).
The important reason for this increase in discrimination is the vastly different genomic scale that LD-based approaches use compared with previous methods (scales of millions of bases rather than thousands of bases). LD methods use polymorphism distance and order information and frequency to search for selection, unlike all previous methods (9, 12). Previous methods, therefore, have difficulty defining selection unambiguously from other population architectures on the kb scale usually examined. On the megabase (Mb) scale examined by LD approaches, however, extensive modeling and simulations indicate that other demographic causes of extensive LD can be discriminated easily from those caused by adaptive selection (9). Further, current LD approaches restrict comparisons to a set of frequencies and inferred allele ages for which neutral explanations are essentially implausible.
Previously, we applied the LD decay (LDD) test to SNP data from Perlegen and the HapMap (13), finding evidence for recent selection on 1,800 human genes. We refer to these as ascer tained selected variants (ASVs). The probabilistic LDD test searches for the expected decay of adjacent SNPs surrounding a recently selected allele. Importantly, the method is insensitive to local recombination rate, because local rate influences the extent of LD surrounding both alleles, while the method looks for LD differences between alleles. Further, the method relies only on high heterozygosity SNPs for analysis, exactly the type of data obtained for the HapMap project.
The number of ASVs detected encompasses some 7% of human genes and is consistent with the proportion found in another survey using a related approach (12) is surprising: in theory, such strongly selected variants should be rare (2, 3). The observed distribution seems to reflect an exceptionally rapid rate of adaptive evolution. But the hypothesis that genomic data show a high recent rate of selection must overcome two principal objections: (i) The LDD test might miss older selection and (ii) a high constant rate of adaptive substitution might also explain the large number of ASVs. The first objection is addressed by recalculating the LDD test on a 3-fold larger dataset, because higher SNP density is needed to detect older selected alleles with comparable sensi tivity. We test the second objection by considering a constant rate as the null hypothesis then deriving and testing genomic consequences.
Results
Finding Old Alleles. The original Perlegen and HapMap datasets were relatively small (1.6 million and 1.0 million SNPs, respec tively). The low SNP density limited the power of LD methods to detect older selection events, particularly in high recombination areas of the genome (9). Likewise, a related study of selection (12) was biased toward newer alleles by requiring multiple adjacent SNPs to exhibit extended LD. Older selected alleles, where LDD is more rapid, would be rejected with this approach. Neither of those previous studies (9, 12) attempted to quantitate the numbers of selected events over an extended time frame, but were merely initial searches for recent extended LD at individual alleles, the most sensitive method to detect recent adaptive change. Both found abundant evidence for recent selection.
Therefore, we have now recomputed the LDD test on the newly released 3.9-million HapMap genotype dataset (13) . By varying the LDD test search parameters, we can now statistically detect alleles with more rapid LDD (and hence older inferred ages) (9). For all parameters used, the detection threshold was set at an average log likelihood (ALnLH) > 2.6 SD (-99.5th percentile) from the genome average. Again, this LDD threshold is a stringent cutoff for the detection of genomic outliers, because the high number of selective events are included in the genome average ( Ancient selected alleles are also more likely to be near or at fixation than recent alleles. Just as we excluded rare alleles, we also excluded high-frequency alleles (i.e., >78%) in our age distribution. But the number of such high-frequency alleles provides another test of the hypothesis that the LDD test has missed older events. We modified the LDD test to find these high-frequency "near-fixed" alleles and found only 50 candi dates. Other studies have likewise found few near-fixed alleles (22, 23) . These studies also show that very few ASVs are shared between HapMap samples; most are population-specific (9, 12). In our data, only 509 clusters are shared between CEU and YRI samples; many of these are likely to have been under balancing selection [supporting information (SI) Appendix]. The small number of near-fixed events and the small number of shared events are strong evidence that the LDD test has not missed a large number of ancient selected alleles.
Allele Ages. We used a modification of described methods (24-26) to estimate an allele age (coalescence time) for each selected cluster. We focused on the HapMap populations with the largest sample sizes, which were the YRI and CEU samples. Similar results were obtained for the CHB and JPT populations (data not shown). (Fig. 1) . The higher estimated rate for Europeans emerges from the more recent modal age of variants. For further analyses, we used the lower rate estimated from the YRI sample as a conservative value.
Predictions of Constant Rate. We can derive four predictions from the rate of adaptive substitution, each of which refutes the null hypothesis of constant rate:
1. The null hypothesis predicts that the average nucleotide diversity across the genome should be vastly lower than observed. Recurrent selected substitutions greatly reduce the diversity of linked neutral alleles by hitchhiking or pseudohitchhiking (30, 31). Using an approximation for site heterozygosity under pseudohitchhiking (30, 32) we esti mated the expected site heterozygosity under the null hy pothesis as 3.5 x 10-5 (SI Appendix). This value is less than one-tenth the observed site heterozygosity, which is between 4.0 and 6.0 x 10-4 in human populations (13, 33, 34 ).
Hitchhiking
is more important in regions of low recombina tion, so the null hypothesis predicts a strong relationship between nucleotide diversity and local recombination rate. The null hypothesis predicts a 10-fold increase in diversity across the range of local recombination rates represented by human gene regions. Empirically, diversity is slightly corre lated with local recombination rate, but the relationship is weak and may be partly explained by mutation rate (13, 35) . It is sometimes claimed that the pace of human evolution should have slowed as cultural adaptation supplanted genetic adaptation. The high empirical number of recent adaptive variants would seem sufficient to refute this claim (9, 12). It is important to note that the peak ages of new selected variants in our data do not reflect the highest intensity of selection, but merely our ability to detect selection. Because of the recent acceleration, many more new adaptive mutations should exist than have yet been ascertained, occurring at a faster and faster rate during historic times. Adaptive alleles with frequencies <22% should then greatly outnumber those at higher frequen cies. To the extent that new adaptive alleles continued to reflect demographic growth, the Neolithic and later periods would have
